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Abstract

In this wacky yet revealing study, we delve into the intriguing relationship between Google searches for 
"can Texas secede from the union" and the number of edits to the Wikipedia article for Boston Consulting 
Group (BCG). While on the surface, these two topics may seem as unrelated as an avocado and a 
bicycle, our research paints a different picture. By utilizing data from Google Trends and the WM Cloud, 
we have unearthed a correlation coefficient of 0.8361880 and a p-value less than 0.01 for the period 
spanning from 2007 to 2023. Our findings shed light on the quirky and unexpected ways in which 
seemingly disparate interests can intertwine. So, next time you find yourself pondering secession while 
editing BCG's Wikipedia page, just remember, the data supports your seemingly wild train of thought!
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1. Introduction

INTRODUCTION

     "Everything is bigger in Texas," they say.
And that apparently includes the interest in
secession.  In  this  offbeat  and  somewhat
farcical  study,  we  embark  on  a  curious
exploration  of  the  correlation  between
Google  searches  for  "can  Texas  secede

from the union" and the number of edits to
the Wikipedia article for Boston Consulting
Group (BCG). We invite you to giddy-up and
join us on this  peculiar  research rodeo as
we  lasso  together  seemingly  incongruous
subjects  and  uncover  unexpected
connections.
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     Let's start with a brief survey of the main
players  in  this  chuckle-inducing  research.
The  Lone  Star  State,  known  for  its
barbecues,  cowboy  hats,  and  fervent
independent spirit, has long been a hotbed
of  secessionist  musings.  Meanwhile,  the
Boston  Consulting  Group,  a  prominent
management consulting firm, may seem like
an  odd  companion  to  Texas  secession
discussions  –  almost  as  odd  as  seeing  a
tumbleweed in the city. Yet, as we'll all come
to realize, the world of data is as capricious
as  a  Texas  twister  and  can  often  lead  to
surprising results.

     As we unfold our findings, we encourage
you to don your ten-gallon hat and keep an
open  mind.  This  investigation  has  the
potential  to  evoke  both  head-scratching
puzzlement  and  fits  of  laughter  (perhaps
with a few questions about the sanity of the
researchers  thrown in  for  good  measure).
But fear not, for even in the wild and woolly
realm of research, there are still moments to
unleash  a  good  old-fashioned  "yeehaw"
when the data reveals the unexpected.

     So,  saddle  up  and  hold  onto  your
Stetson,  as  we  delve  into  the  eccentric
universe of Google searches and Wikipedia
edits,  and uncover the peculiar connection
between pondering secession and tweaking
BCG's Wikipedia  page.  Just  remember,  in
the  vast  expanse  of  data  exploration,
everything's more fun when you mix a little
bit  of  Texas with  a  pinch of  BCG – it's  a
hoot!

2. Literature Review

The  relationship  between  internet  search
queries and online content editing has been
the  subject  of  extensive  investigation  in
recent  years.  Smith  et  al.  undertook  a
comprehensive  analysis  of  search  engine
trends  and  Wikipedia  edit  counts,
concluding  that  there  exists  a  strong
correlation between user curiosity and user-
generated  content  updates.  In  "Searches

and  Edits:  A Coherent  Saga,"  the  authors
find that the dynamics of user engagement
with  online  information  resources  can
exhibit  surprising  patterns,  often  defying
traditional expectations.

Moving  on  from  the  serious  scholarship,
let's now delve into a literary landscape that
would intrigue the likes of Sherlock Holmes
and Miss Marple. Non-fiction works such as
"The Art  of  Googling:  Unveiling  the Cyber
Frontier"  and  "Wikipedia  Chronicles:  Tales
of  Information  Warfare"  present  thought-
provoking perspectives  on the intersection
of  internet  searches  and  content  curation.
Furthermore,  fictional  narratives  such  as
"The Search for BCG: A Google Quest" and
"Wiki  Wars:  The  Battle  for  Truth"  add  a
touch  of  whimsicality  to  the  scholarly
framework, infusing the field with a sense of
intrigue and occasional absurdity.

In  the  realm  of  social  media,  numerous
captivating posts and threads have captured
the  attention  of  our  inquisitive  team.  One
particularly  engaging  tweet  from
@CuriousCactus remarked,  "Googling 'can
Texas  secede  from  the  union'  while
refreshing  the  BCG  Wikipedia  page.  Just
another  typical  Tuesday  evening."  The
juxtaposition  of  state-level  political
rumination  and  corporate  consultancy
expertise  in  this  social  media  snippet
resonates with the unorthodox nature of our
study,  underscoring  the  palpable  intrigue
surrounding the connection between these
seemingly divergent topics.

As we navigate this scholarly odyssey, we
find ourselves at the intriguing crossroads of
digital  curiosity  and  informational
stewardship. The amalgamation of empirical
studies,  literary  explorations,  and  social
media  anecdotes  paints  a  vivid  portrait  of
the  multifaceted  relationship  between
internet  search  behavior  and  content
maintenance.  Our  own  findings  seek  to
contribute  to  this  captivating  narrative,
offering  an  eccentric  yet  enlightening
perspective on the amalgamation of Texan
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secession  musings  and  BCG  Wikipedia
article edits.

3. Our approach & methods

Data Collection

     To wrangle the data for this rollicking
romp of  a study,  we turned to the trusted
sources  of  Google  Trends  –  the  corral  of
worldwide search queries – and WM Cloud
– the digital cattle ranch of Wikipedia article
edits. Our vast lasso of data spanned from
2007 to 2023, capturing the ebbs and flows
of  secession ponderings and BCG tweaks
over the years. 

     Our first task was to corral the Google
search  data  for  the  query  "can  Texas
secede  from  the  union."  We  used  a
combination of magic and statistical  know-
how to extract the search index values over
time,  which  encapsulated  the  level  of
interest  in  Texas's  possible  solo  act.
Meanwhile,  we rounded up the number of
edits made to the Wikipedia article for BCG
from  the  WM  Cloud,  as  if  herding  cattle
amid the digital prairie.

Data Analysis

     Once we had our digital herd of data
securely penned, we saddled up and rode
into  the  realm  of  statistical  analysis.  Our
spurs clinking and clanking, we tamed the
raw  data  through  a  series  of  robust
methodologies – no bull-riding involved. 

     To quantify the relationship between the
Google  search  activity  and  the  Wikipedia
edits,  we employed the trusty old Pearson
correlation coefficient. Giddy-up, we found a
striking correlation coefficient of 0.8361880,
which  urged  us  to  sit  up  straight  in  the
saddle  and  take  notice.  To  affirm  the
sincerity of our findings, we also harnessed
the power of the p-value, which galloped in
at less than 0.01, signaling that our results
were not just a mirage on the digital horizon.

Precautions and Limitations

     While  our lighthearted approach may
suggest  a  carefree  approach  to  research,
we  took  our  responsibilities  seriously.  We
recognize  that  correlation  does  not  imply
causation  –  just  because  cowboys  wear
hats  doesn't  mean hats  make people  into
cowboys, after all.  Additionally,  fluctuations
in the digital pasture of internet activity and
Wikipedia  edits  may  be  influenced  by  a
myriad of confounding variables, much like
a sudden stampede disturbing the tranquility
of the digital prairie.

     Furthermore, it's important to note that
our  findings  do  not  encompass  the  entire
gamut of human curiosity or Wikipedia page
editing  fervor.  There  may  be  other  online
arenas  where  Texan  independence  and
BCG enlightenment intertwine, waiting to be
explored  like  hidden  treasures  in  the  wild
west.  Therefore,  we  encourage  future
research  to  don  the  spurs  and  grab  the
lasso to delve deeper into this unexpected
marriage of data points.

     Now, hold onto your hats as we mosey
on  over  to  the  spectacular  reveal  of  our
findings in the Results section! Yeehaw!

4. Results

 Our analysis of the data from 2007 to 2023
revealed  a  striking  correlation  between
Google  searches  for  "can  Texas  secede
from the union" and the number of edits to
the Wikipedia article for Boston Consulting
Group (BCG). The correlation coefficient of
0.8361880  and  an  r-squared  value  of
0.6992104 attest  to  the  robustness of  the
relationship  between  these  seemingly
unrelated topics. With a p-value of less than
0.01,  we  can  confidently  reject  the  null
hypothesis  of  no  association  between  the
two variables.

In  Figure  1,  we  present  a  scatterplot  that
demonstrates  the  noteworthy  connection
between the volume of Google searches for
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Texas secession and the Wiki  edits to the
BCG  article.  The  data  points  form  a
compelling pattern, akin to the intricacies of
a Texas two-step dance when viewed from
a distance.  The  peaks  and  valleys  of  the
graph  mirror  the  ebb  and  flow  of  public
interest in Texas secession and its uncanny
alignment with the level of attention given to
the BCG Wikipedia page.

These  findings  are  both  amusing  and
thought-provoking,  underscoring  the
unpredictability  and  whimsy  of  human
curiosity. The study invites contemplation on
the strange ways in which disparate topics
can intersect—a bit like seeing a cowpoke
in  a  suit  and  tie  at  a  rodeo.  While  this
correlation  may  baffle  and  befuddle,  it
reminds us that the realm of data can be as
unpredictable as a tumbleweed caught in a
gust of wind, traveling from Texas to Boston
and back again.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

In  sum,  our  investigation  into  the
association  between  Google  queries  for
Texas secession and the editing of the BCG
Wikipedia  article  yields  a  correlation  that
tickles the imagination and tickles the funny
bone.  Just  as  Texas's  unique  blend  of
charm  and  audacity  cannot  be  ignored,
neither  can  the  unexpected  interplay
between public interest in secession and the
online presence of a consulting firm. So, let
your mind wander as freely as a longhorn in
an open range, and reflect on the boundless

and quirksome nature of data associations.
After all, as we've discovered, the Lone Star
State  and  BCG  make  for  unexpected
research partners, and sometimes, the most
peculiar  connections  make  for  the  most
intriguing discoveries.

5. Discussion

The  results  of  our  study  have  brought  to
light  an  unexpected  and  puzzling
relationship  between  Google  searches  for
"can Texas secede from the union" and the
number of edits to the Wikipedia article for
Boston  Consulting  Group  (BCG).  While  it
may seem as unlikely a pair as a cowboy at
a sushi bar,  our findings provide empirical
evidence  to  support  the  existing  body  of
literature  that  has  suggested  the  curious
interplay between internet search behavior
and content curation.

The correlation coefficient of 0.8361880 and
the p-value of less than 0.01 align with the
work  of  Smith  et  al.,  emphasizing  the
surprising  patterns  that  can  emerge  from
user-generated  content  updates  and  user
curiosity.  Our research supports the notion
that the dynamics of user engagement with
online  information  resources  may  truly
exhibit  unexpected  and  wacky  patterns,
much like a unicorn appearing in a field of
horses.

Harking back to our literature review, while
in  jest,  the  amusing  tweet  from
@CuriousCactus  now  takes  on  a  more
serious tone as it echoes the essence of our
findings:  the  juxtaposition  of  state-level
political  musings  and  corporate  consulting
activity  does  indeed  present  a  captivating
narrative.  The  unexpected  correlation  we
have uncovered serves as a whimsical yet
enlightening  contribution  to  the  scholarly
framework  surrounding  the  interplay
between  digital  curiosity  and  informational
stewardship.
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Furthermore,  the peaks and valleys in our
scatterplot, reminiscent of a Texas two-step
dance, illustrate the ebb and flow of public
interest  in  Texas  secession  and  its
coinciding  alignment  with  the  level  of
engagement with the BCG Wikipedia page.

In  summary,  our  study  has  not  only
unearthed  a  surprising  correlation  but  has
also  emphasized  the  unpredictability  and
whimsy  of  human  curiosity  and  data
associations.  Just  as  the  Lone  Star  State
and  BCG  have  formed  an  unexpected
research partnership, our findings reflect the
idiosyncratic  and  multifaceted  nature  of
internet  search  behavior  and  content
curation. It seems there's truth to the saying
that in the realm of data, the most peculiar
connections  make  for  the  most  intriguing
discoveries!

6. Conclusion

In  conclusion,  our  study  has  unveiled  a
correlation  between  Google  searches  for
Texas secession and the editing activity on
the  Wikipedia  page  for  Boston  Consulting
Group that is as eyebrow-raising as finding
a  cowboy  at  a  sushi  bar.  The  robust
correlation coefficient and the minuscule p-
value  confirm  the  unexpected  connection
between  these  seemingly  orthogonal
subjects.  It's  akin  to  stumbling  upon  a
cactus  in  a  sea  of  lobsters  –  surprising,
utterly  ridiculous,  and  yet  undeniably
captivating.

As we pack up our lassos and bid adieu, we
assert that further research in this peculiar
area  is  as  unnecessary  as  a  sunscreen
booth in Antarctica. The delightfully odd and
quirky relationship between Googling Texas
secession and tweaking the BCG Wikipedia
article  has  been  thoroughly  prodded  and
poked,  leaving  no  stone  unturned  like  a
determined prospector in the Wild West.

So, let's tip our hats to the wacky world of
data and bid farewell to this zany research

expedition.  Yeehaw,  and  may  your  data
explorations  always  bring  unexpected,
chuckle-inducing revelations!
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